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I. INTRODUCTION 
For the most part research on mixed initial-boundary value problem for 
second-order linear hyperbolic equations has been concerned only with 
cylindrical regions. Even though this problem is of great interest in mathe- 
matical physics, few general results have been obtained until recently when 
the tools of functional analysis became available. Among the recent contri- 
buters to this field is Ladyzhenskaya [I], who proved the existence and uni- 
queness of a generalized solution for cylindrical regions. (For an extensive 
bibliography, see [2] and [3].) For the case of noncylindrical region Balazs [4] 
and E. Rojak [3] p roved existence and uniqueness of a solution for the wave 
equation under certain conditions. G. Duff [5] has obtained more general 
results. In this paper, the existence and a uniqueness of a weak solution 
(Definition 2.6) to the mixed problem will be proved using the (a, b, c)- 
method and results due to Ladyzhenskaya. 
Let Q be a region in R n+l that can be smoothly mapped onto the exterior 
of an infinite right circular cylinder. A point in Rn+l with coordinates 
(4 Xl 9-m. x,) will be denoted by (t, x), and the boundary of Q by B. Then the 
mixed problem consists of finding a function u on Q that satisfies: 
Lu = D,2u - D&z&, x) D,u) + a,(t, x) D,u + a@, x) u = p(t, x) 
@A 4 =f(x), u,(O, -4 = &)l up, x) = 0, (4 4 E B, U-1) 
where D, denotes partial differentiation with respect to the rth coordinate. 
We also make the convention that indices i and j have range I,..., n; and indi- 
ces r and shave range 0, l,..., n (where 0 refers to the t coordinate); and that 
repeated indices are to be summed over their respective ranges. The coef- 
ficients of L are assumed to have bounded second partial derivatives. In addi- 
1 This research was supported by the National Science Foundation, grant G-23830. 
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tion we assume aij is symmetric and strictly elliptic, that is aij = aji and for 
each n-tuple of real numbers 5, ,..., [, , 
EjEi G adt, X) 5iEj < CwCiti , (1.2) 
where CM is a constant. B is a time-like surface; that is, if 71s) n, ,..., n, are 
the components of the unit normal to B, then for some cy > 0 
?Zo2 < (1 - a)” lzi?Zi < (1 - a)” aij?Zi?Zj . (1.3) 
Let us denote by A( t , )  the intersection of Q by the hyperplane t  = t, . 
We assume thatp(t, x),~(x), andg(x) app earing in (1.1) are inL,(Q), Hl(A(O)), 
andL,(A(O)) respectively. In additionf(x) vanishes on the boundary of A(O), 
&4(O) (see Section 2 for the definition of EP(A(0))). 
2. PRELIMINARY THEOREMS FROM FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
In this section we state the theorems from functional analysis that we shall 
need. Sz will denote a region in R n+l which can be smoothly deformed to a 
cube. Coo@) is the set of all functions indefinitely differentiable defined on 0, 
the closure of Sz, and Csa(G) those functions in P(D) having compact sup- 
port in Q. If y is a set of n + 1 positive integers (ye ,..., m), then we define 
Irl=~~++~+~~~+~~,a~d 
DY 
F 
= 070: . . . D&I. 
If u, v EL~(@ then we say that D,y exists and is equal to v if for each 
v E c,“om 
j” uDyvdSZ=(-l)lrl/ vPdL?. 
R R 
Let H”(G) be the set of functions in L,(Q) possessing all generalized deriva- 
tives of order m or less. The following theorems describe the properties of 
functions in A’P(G) that we shall need. For the proofs see [6], p. 42. 
THEOREM 2.1. H”(Q) is a Hilbert space with inner product 
(2.1) 
THEOREM 2.2. Coo(@, equipped with the inner product (2.1) is dense in 
H”‘(Q). 
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COROLLARY. Ifu, W EH'(S)), then 
D,(W) = vD,u + uD,V. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Sobolev Theorem). lf u e H”(SZ), if 2m < 11 + 1, then 
for each su$%iently smooth submanifold D of dimension s > n + 1 - 2m, 
we may define a restriction map of H*(G) into L,(D), u -+ u ID such that 
11 u ID b,(D) < c 11 u b”Cf2, !  
where c is a constant independent of u. 
(2-2) 
When there is no chance of confusion, we shall drop the notation /o . 
Thus when we say that u vanishes on B, we mean u IB = 0 in the sense of 
the above theorem. 
The map u -+ u lo is defined as follows: let {u”} be a sequence in P(a) 
converging to u in Hm(Q); then uk lo, the usual restriction of u to D is well 
defined since u is continuous. It can be shown that, in the norm of L,(D), 
LEMMA 2.4 (Divergence Theorem). Let v, w be vectors whose components 
(80 , Vl s**-, 4 and two, w1 ,..., w,J lie in Hi(Q), Suppose u, = vrw, (no sum 
on r). Then 
j, (Qu7) dQ = 1, urn, d a-Q, 
where n = (no ,..., n,) is the unit normal to 52 and asZ is the boundary of i2. 
PROOF. Let {vrk} and {wrk} be sequences in P(D) that converge to v, 
and w, . Then with urk = wrkvrk (no sum on r), 
s 
D,urk dG = 
n I 
urknr d Z?. 
as2 
The lemma is proved by taking the limit as K -+ co. 
Let Q(0, T) and B(0, T) denote the intersection of [0, T] x R” with Q 
and B, respectively. We are now ready to define a weak solution to (1.1). 
DEFINITION 2.6. A weak solution to (1.1) is a function that satisfies 
(i) u E Hl(Q(O, T)) for each T > 0, and u = 0 on B(0, T). 
w I,,,,) CW Dtv - Mhu) Djs, - v(aAu + au - P> dQ 
- 
J A (0) 
gD,p,dA =O. (2.3) 
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for each v E Cm(Q(O, T)) with bounded support, for which 
Dtp, I t=r = T I t=~ = v IB(~,T) = 0 
(iii) u IAW =f (4. 
We note that if u is a classical solution, that is, a function having second 
continuous derivatives, the u is a weak solution. This assertion can be verified 
by multiplying (1.1) by v and applying the divergence theorem. 
We shall need some results from strongly elliptic differential equations. 
Let A be a bounded region in Rn with smooth boundary, and let S(t) be the 
differential operator on Hz(A) defined by 
S(t) u = Dj(atj(t, x) Diu) - u. (2.4) 
Nirenberg [7] has shown that, for fixed t and q E&(A), 
S(t) u = q(4, u=O on 8A (2.5) 
has a unique solution in P(A). It also was shown that 
II u IlIP d Y II su lIL,W = Y II 4 L&A) (2.6) 
for some constant y depending on the coefficient of S. Since we can always 
solve S(t) u = g(x) the inverse map S-l(t) exists. 
A map w(t, X) of an interval (a, b) into H”(A) is called a vector valued 
function. It will be convenient to let d be a difference operator with respect 
to t, 
Aw(t, x) = w(t + At, x) - w(t, x) 
AS(t) = S(t + At, x) - S(t). 
We shall say w(t, x) has a derivative on (a, b) if there exist a vector valued 
function Dtw(t, X) such that 
dt = 0. 
Km(A) 
If w(t, X) has range in W(A) and D,w exists, then w(t, x) can be considered 
an element of W((a, b) x A), since for v E Com((a, b) x A) 
b 
=-ss 
w D,p, dA dt. 
n A 
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LEMMA 2.6 (Ladyzhenskaya). Suppose w(t, x) is map of (a, 6) into L,(A), 
and suppose Dtw(t, cc) exist. If we set u(t, x) = S-l(t) w(t, x), then D,u exists. 
PROOF. For some constant c depending on the bounds of aij and its first 
two derivatives, we see that 
II ASu llL~(a) = II Dj(Aaii DP) 11~2~ d c At II u /IH~(A) . (2.7) 
Denoting the identity map on L,(A) by I, we have 
AS-‘(t) = S-l(t + At) - S-l(t) 
= S-l(t) (S(t) S-l(t + At) -I) 
= P(t) (- AS(t)) S-l(t + At). (2.8) 
Making use of (2.7) and (2.8), we can calculate a difference quotient for u as 
follows: 
$ = (S-l(t + At) w(t + At) - S-l(t) w(t)) At-l 
= (AS-l(t) w(t + At) + S-l(t) Aw(t)} At-l 
zzz I A44 - S-l(t) $ S-l(t + At) w(t + At) + S-l(t) -;?t-l . 
Since the derivatives of the coefficients of S(t) are bounded and D,w exists, 
exists. 
3. THE ENERGY INEQUALITY 
Let the unit normal to B, the boundary of Q, be denoted by n = (no, 
n, ,... n,); on B we define the vector b whose components are given by 
b, = nini bi = - ?z& . (3.1) 
It is evident that on B 
b * n = bt, = 0. (3.2) 
Noting (1.3), we can extend the vector b into Q(0, T) so that the components 
of b satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) there exists a real constant fi such that 0 < p < b, < 1, 
(ii) the supports of bi(t, X) lies within a fixed distance of B(0, T), 
(iii) b,, r=O,..., n and all its first derivatives are bounded inQ(0, T), (3.3) 
(iv) (b&J112 b;l < 1 - 01, where 01 is the constant appearing in (1.3). 
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If u E Cl(Q) and u = 0 on B, then Vu = grad u is in the direction of n 
on B, and hence Vu * b = 0, on B. If II E Hz(Q) and u vanishes on B, then it 
is still true that 
Vu-b =0 (3.4) 
on B, as can be seen by mapping a subset of Q whose boundary includes a 
“patch” of B onto a cube, and noting that if u = 0 on a face of the cube, then 
Vu is normal to that face. 
Let us define C(6; T, x’) to be a trancated cone, given by 
t - T + ($ (xi - x;)P)~” C; < 6 0 < t < T, 
where CM is the constant appearing in (1.2). Denote the intersection of 
Q(0, T) and A(t) with C(S; T, x’) by Q’(0, T) and A’(t), respectively. Let us 
choose 8, T, x’ and b, so that B(0, T) lies in the interior of C(6; T, x’), and 
also so that bi vanishes on the lateral surface of C(6; T, x’). It will be conve- 
nient to let 
e(u) = 22 + (D,u)2 + (uij(Diu) D,u). 
THEOREM 3.1. If u E H2(Q(0, T)), if u = 0 on B, and if u is a solution to, 
Lu =p, 
then 
I e(u) dA < c u A’(o) e(u) dA + j,. (o T) pz dQ) ’ (3.6) A’(t) 
where c is a constant independent of u. 
PROOF. If we multiply Lu = p by b,D,?u and change the left side to a 
divergence expression plus a quadratic expression q in u and its first derivative, 
we obtain after a straightforward calculation, 
b,(W) Lu = DtWW (Dtu)) - W&44 (W 4 
- Q D+@,{(Dtu)2 - +(D~u) Dju - u”}] + q 
= UD,u) P. 
If we integrate the above expression over Q(0, T), apply Lemma 2.4 (the 
divergence theorem), and rearrange the result, we obtain 
J Lm(0.T) 
{[W4.4 (W no - 4W VW bTnd 
- + b,[(D,u)2 - aij(Dc) Diu - b,ual n,> daQ = s,,, T) (P” - q) dQ. (3.7) 
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The boundary aQ(0, T) consists of four parts, namely; B(0, T), A’(T), A’(O) 
and X”, the lateral surface of C(6, T, x’). The integrand on the left in (3.7) 
vanishes on B(0, T) by (3.2), (3.4), and the hypothesis that u vanish on 
B(0, T). Recall that C(S, T, x’) has been defined in such a way that bi = 0 
on X’, and that 0 < /I < b, . Also, from (3.5) 
?zo = (1 + C,2)1’2 
ni = no(xl - xi) (fl (q - xa2)liL G. 
On aC’, therefore, the integrand I on the left of (3.7) reduces to 
I = b,{$ [(D,u)2 + U,j(DP) (DjU)] no - Uij(QU) (Dtu) nj + * U2%) 
2 D$d - DiU) (2 D,u - Dju 
We next show that on A’(t), 
(3.9) 
On A’(t), 11s = 1, ni = 0; hence, 
I = 4 bo((D,~)~ + CZ~~(D~U) Dju $ 21’ $ 2b,bi’(Di~) D$J) 
= 4 bo(e(u) + M?(&u) DP), 
and therefore 
+ b,(e(u) - 1 2b,b;‘(Dp) D,u I) < I < 3 b,(e(u) + I 2Wi1(D~~) Dtu I)- (3.10) 
Making use of Schwartz inequality and (3.3), we have 
< (1 - a) 2-l [(D,)’ + C (Diu)2] 
< (1 - a) 2-l e(u). (3.11) 
(3.9) follows by substituting (3.11) into (3.10) and noting that 0 < /3 < b, < 1. 
It is not difficult to show that Q < cr e(u) for some constant c, depending 
on the bounds of the coefficients of L and its first two derivatives. In view 
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of (3.Q (3.9), and the above remark, (3.7) becomes, for some constant cs , 
s A’ (T) 
e(u) dA < c2 44 dA + 
A’ (0) 
T)  (44 + P”) dQ) - 
Now, set 
44 = j,.,, t) 44 dQ 
m(t) = j 
0’(0.t, p2 dQ* 
(3.11) with T replaced by t can be rewritten as 
D&t) - c&) d Q&(O) + czm(t). 
If we multiply (3.12) by exp (- cst), the equation becomes 
D,[exp (- c2t) h(t)1 < exp (- 4 Wf40) + c24t>l. 
(3.12) 
Integrating between 0 and T and noting that h(0) = 0, we obtain 
h(T) exp (- c2T) < c;‘[ 1 - exp (- c&l D&(O) + CZ 11 exP (- Czr) m(r) dt. 
If we solve for h(T), and substitute the result in (3.12), (3.6) will easily follow. 
COROLLARY 3.2. 
s e(u) dA < c A(T) [S,(,, e(u) do + SA(o,T~p2 d~l . (3.13) 
The corollary is obtained by taking the limit of C(S, T, x’) as 6 tends to 
infinity. 
In the above theorem, we assumed that C(S, T, x’) was choosen so that 
B(0, T) lies in its interior. The theorem is still valid if B(0, T) lies wholly 
in the exterior of C(6, T, x’), as can be seen by slight changes in the proof. It 
then follows easily that iff(x), g( x , and p(t, x) vanish for x outside the sphere ) 
Z(c) = {I x 1 = (C; xi2)1’2 = c>, th en u vanishes outside the cylinder 
[0, T] x Z(2C,T + c). Th’ is remark leads us to modify the problem by 
assuming that p(t, x), f(x), and g(x) vanish for 1 x / > c, and, seeking a weak 
solution to the following problem, 
Lu = p(t, x) 
UK44 =f@) ut(O, 4 = m 
u(t, G-c) = 0 (4 4 E B(O, T) 
u(t, x) = 0 1x1 =2C,T+c. 
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In the next section we shall restrict ourselves to finding the modified problem 
unless otherwise specified. Once we have a solution to the modified problem, 
it will not be difficult to remove our restrictions of f, g, p to obtain a solution 
to the original problem. To simplify notation we again set 
Q(0, T) = [0, T] x Z(2C,T + c). 
4. EXISTENCE OF A WEAK SOLUTION 
Let A denote a region between two concentric spheres in Rn, the larger 
radius being 2C,T + c. For any 6 > 0, let Q*(.zJ, T) = [f, T] x A. 
LEMMA 1 (Ladyzhenskaya). Let 7 be u szq’ficiently small positive number 
(to be specified below). If p EL,(Q*(T - 7, T)), and if 
s Q*(T-q.T) pLudQ =0 (4.1) 
for each u E H2(Q*(T - 7, T)) that sutisjes 
then p = 0. 
u 1 (T-q)x&4 = u 1 t-T-? = u 1 t=T-,, = 0, (4.2) 
PROOF. The idea of the proof is, for any given p, to construct a function u 
satisfying (4.2) and showing the only way (4.1) can be satisfied is for p to 
vanish identically. First in addition to S(t) defined by (2.4) we set 
S’(t) u = - [q(t, x) D,u + (a(t, x) - 1) u]. 
Let pi , v, and u be defined by the equations 
Pdt> 4 = ,:,(a, 4 d.z 
S(t) v = -p(t); v=O on f3A 
0 T-q<t<T 
44 4 = t t 
IS l v(t, , x) dt, dt, r<t<T. I 7 
(4.3) 
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From Lemma 2.6, v E Hl(Q( T - r], T)). It easily follows from the above 
definitions that 
i 
vS(t) v dA = - 
A i 
A (aij(Div) Dp + v”) dA 
D,% = v P = DtbW) v) 
p,( T, x) = v( T, x) = ~(7, x) = z+, x) = 0. (4.4) 
To simplify notation, we will denote differentiation with respect to t by the 
subscript t rather than by D, . We shall transform the integral appearing in 
(4.1) into integrals over A evaluated between t = T and t = T by repeated 
use of integration by parts, and equations (4.4). From (4.1) we have 
= j,, TjW)tvdQ + jApdS - s’)udA )= 
7 
- j,., T) PAP - S’) 4tdQ 
= jQetTsT, (3 (vsv)t - 4 vi&Q 
+s Q*b.T) (sutt) 6% + stu - (Wt) dQ 
= - ii j ,  vsv It=* dA - B jQa,T,T, vstv dQ 
+s 
Q*(7,T) (3 PtPt)” - (stud C-WI 
+ sutt(stu - WM dQ 
= 8 j, (4Dtv) Djv + v") I t=v dA - S j,.,,,,, (+>t Pi4 DP dQ 
+ 3 j, VW2 I t=q dA - j,, (7,T) {(stud Wt) - VW (stu - CWt) dQ. 
In the following calculations q1 , q2 ,..., qs will denote a quadratic expression 
in v, Dp, u, D,.u, D,D,u, D,.D,u, . The constants cl ,... cq will depend on the 
bounds of the coefficients of L and of their first two derivatives. The last 
equation can be written 
S j, (uij(Dtv) Djv + v”) Its., dA + 3 j, (sud2 It-7 dA 
= 
s Q1(?,T) 41 dQ - j,*,,,,, sG% - WM dQ- (4.5) 
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The last integral on the right can again integrated by parts to yield, 
s 0’fs.T) ~~tt((St) u - (SW,) dQ 
= s, &t) (%u) It=ldA - J; (s%> (s'ut)t It=TdA + jQ*,T, qzdQ. (4.6) 
The first integral on the right of (4.6) can be estimated as follows: 
- s A (s%) (stu) /tadA 
=- j-, (4 sut) (2& j’ %(% x> 1t=T dA G it j-, (sd2 I t-T dA)l" T 
G B {A (sG2 I t-T dA + I,*,, T) 43 dQ. 
x (4 (J‘: S,(T) ut dajp dA)l’* 
The inequalities ) ub ) < $ (J a I2 + ) b 1”) and 
(Jr.f@) dz)2 < (T - 7) j-Tf2(a) dz 
I 
were used. In exactly the same way, we can estimate the second integral on 
the right of (4.6) and obtain 
j-, 6%) War), It-TdA f 6 s, (Wa ItadA + /,.,T,Tj q~dQ (4-g) 
Combining (4.6), (4.7), (429, and (4.9, we obtain 
s, h@tw) DP + v2,“) It-7 + I, (Sud2 It-7 < /,,Ter,,, q5 dQ. 
It is not difficult to show 
(4.9) 
+ i$nl {(DtDju12 + (DiD,ut)al + uz + C atj(Dtw) DJV- id 
The L,(Q*(T, N norms of u and its derivatives appearing in the right is 
409/16/3-6 
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dominated by the Lz(Q*(7, T)) norm of SU, . For example, making use of 
(2.6), we have 
Ii DP I/~,wo) = i,,, T) (Q+@ 
D&z, x) dz ’ dQ 
j 
(D&z, x) d+ dA dt 
< T2Y2 II sut l13(Q*(7,T) . 
Similar estimates can be made for other derivatives of u. Finally (4.9) can be 
rewritten as 
1, (uij(D~) Djv + V”) I t=T dA + j (S’ut)’ I =T 
< c2 
s 
Q*(I,T) h(Div,) DP + vu2 + CW2) dQ (4.10) 
Let us define w(t) = q(t) - u(T). Then 
s Q*( 7. T) Wd2dQ = j' II s(t) (44 - w(t)) lliv,, dt 7 
< 2 s :(I1 s(t) 44 /1$(a) + II W w(t) llizd dt 
< 2 s ‘(~2 II 4~) //!P(A) + II W 40 II&,) dt T 
< 2 s ;(c2y2 II S(T) 44 II;(a) + II W 44 I/~~(A)) dt. 
Substituting the last inequality into (4.10), we finally obtain 
s A h(Div) Djv + 2 +(SW))~) I t=T dA 
< c3 
s Q'(7.T) 
h(Qv) Djv + v2 + (s(t) W(t)j2 dQ) 
+ cg( 27 - T) j (S(T) w(T))" dA. (4.11) 
A 
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Recall that 7 (appearing in the hypothesis) is yet unspecified, and cs depends 
on the bounds of the coefficients. We may choose 77 so small that 
7 < (2c,)-l < 1. If we set 
(4.11) becomes, after some rearrangement, 
By an argument similar to the one used in Theorem 3.1, and noting that 
m(T) = 0, it can be shown that 
0 < - m(t) exp (cqt) t E [T - 17, Tl 
Since nt(t) > 0, we conclude that m(t) = 0 for t E [T - 7, T]. Hence zt 
vanishes for each t in [T - 7, T], and this implies that p, and p also vanish, 
and the Lemma is proved. 
We now extend Lemma 1 to a region with a time-dependent boundary. 
Let Q*(T - 7, T) and A be as above. We may assume that B(T - r], T) 
is contained in the interior of Q*( T - 7, T) and bounded away from the 
lateral boundary of Q*(T - 7, T). Let 
I-' = {u I u eH2(Q(T - rl> T)), u IB(T-~.T) = u lt=T--? = Dtu IT-)) 
= u I I ccl-BC&fT+o = 01 
and let N be the image of P under L. 
LEMMA 4.2. If p EL,(Q(T - 7, T)) and if 
s Q (T-q.T) pLudQ =0 
for each u E S, then p = 0. 
(4.12) 
PROOF. The above Lemma is equivalent to the statement that if p is 
orthogonal to N, then p = 0; or that N is dense in L,(Q(T - 7, T)). 
For K = 1,2, a.* let 
Qk(T - 7, T) = I(& x) I (4 x) 6 Q(T - ‘I, T) and dist [(t, x), Bl > $ , 
and let Lzk(Q( T - 7, T)) denote the functions in L,(Q( T - 7, T)) that have 
support in Q”(T - 7, T). It is well known that Ur’.,L,*(Q(T - 7, T)) is 
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dense in L,(Q(T - 7, T)). If we prove that N is dense in each 
Lak(Q(T - ‘I, Z’)), then N will be dense in u”Lak(Q(T - 7, 7’)) and hence 
in L,(Q( T - 7, T)). The lemma will then be proved. 
We prove N is dense in L,“(Q(T - 7, T)) by proving that if 
2 EL,(Q(T - rl, TN, if 
s C?(T-VJ,T) 
.zLudQ =O 
for all u E D, then z = 0. 
Let s* denote the extension of z to L,(Q*(T - 7, T)) that is zero on 
Q*(T - 7, T) - Q(T - 7, T). Let h, be a function in C2(Q*( T - 7, T)) 
that satisfies the conditions 
h,(t, $1 = 0 (4 x) EQ*(T - 7, T) - Q(T - ‘I, T) 
hk(t, x) = 1 (6 -4 gQ’(T - 7, T). 
For all II* E W(Q*(T - 7, T)) that satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1, 
we have 
+I (l’(T- T) z*L(l - hd u* dQ- (4.14) 7. 
The second integral on the right vanishes because the intersection of the 
supports of z* and (1 - h,) is empty. Since h, has support on Q(T - 7, T) 
and since u* jt-T-q = Ut* 1 t=T-,, = 0, h4* may be considered as an element 
in P. Hence the first integral on the right of (4.14) vanishes by (4.13). In other 
words 
i Q*(T-7.T) 
z*Lu*dQ =O 
and by Lemma 4.1, z* = 0. Hence a = 0, and the Lemma is proved. We 
define 
mqO)) = {u E w4O))9 u lam = 01 
fi2(Q(o, TN = { u I u E H"(Q(O, TN, u h,.n = u Iir~=ec~~+c = 01 
M =L,(QP, TN x *(-W) x WWh 
and an operator L* mapping I@Q(O, T)) into M by 
L*u --+ (Lu, u(O), f+(O)). 
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LEMMA 4.3. The range of L* is dense in M. 
PROOF. It will suffice to prove: if (p, f, g) E M is orthogonal to the range 
of L*; that is, if 
I P LU dQ + jAfo) ( fu + D*fDiU + gD*u) dA = 0 (4.15) Q(0.T) 
for all u E fi2(Q(0, T)), then 
Let q and P be defined 
fi2(Q(0, T)) by defining w 
of u in (4.15) we have 
(P,f, g) = (0, 0,O). 
as in Lemma 4.2. Any v E P can be extended to 
to be zero for 0 < t < T - r]. With this choice 
J Q(T-1).-T) (PL~)~Q=J~(~~)PL~~Q=O. 
By Lemma 4.2, p = 0 in L2(Q( T - 7, T)). Let t, be the greatest lower bound 
in [0, T] for the set of all t E [0, T] such that 
I Q(t 1. T)P2dQ = 0. 
We have shown that t, < T - 7. If t, > 0, we can show that for some 7 > 0, 
I Ott,-q.t,) p”dQ=O 
by a proof similar to that in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. This contradicts the defini- 
tion of t,; therefore t, = 0, or p = 0 EL~(Q(O, T)). We can write (5.14) as 
I A(O) (fu + &f&u + gD,u) dA = 0. (4.16) 
Let U, be an n-dimensional sphere in the interior of A(O), and choose t, 
sufficiently small so that [0, tJ lies in the interior of Q(0, T). Let 
h(x) E Cz(A(0)) have in U, and let m(t) E C2(R) satisfy 
Define 
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x(t, X) E fi2(Q(0, T)). Substituting z(t, X) for u in (4.16) we obtain 
s A (0) (hf +(Dif) D,“) dA =0 
for all h(x) E P(u,). It is not difficult to show f = 0 in H’(U,). Since Us 
can be choosen to lie in the support off, we conclude that the support off 
is empty, and f = 0 on Hl(A(0)). Equation (4.16) now becomes 
We define 
I A(O) 
gD,udA=O. 
X*(t, x) = tx(t, x), 
(4.17) 
and substituting z* for u in (4.17), it is not difficult to show g = 0. Hence 
(Pd g) = (0, 0, 0) as was to be proved. 
THEOREM 4.4. There exists a unique weak solution to (1.1) with 
(p, f, g) E M. Further, the solution satisJies the energy inequality, (3.13). 
PROOF. Given (p,f,g) E M, there exists (p”,f”,gk) and {u”} such that 
Lu” =pk 
uk It-0 =fk; f>pk I txO = g", 
and such that 
(PkLfk, g”) -+ (PJ, d 
in M. From (3) 
i A(t) ((u”’ - urn)’ + (Dt uk - Dt~m)2 + aij Di(uk - urn) Di(uk - urn)> dA 
(4.18) 
tends to zero uniformly in t, for 0 < t < T. Thus (u”> converges in fP(A(t)) 
for each t, and the limiting values of uk satisfies inequalities (3.6) and (3.13). 
If we integrate (4.18) from t = 0 to t = T; we see that (u”} converges in 
Hl(Q(O, T)). Denote the limit by u. We now show that u is a weak solution 
to (1.1). Let 
T E @%X0, Th v l&T = vt I t=T = ?J IB(0.T) = 0. 
We apply Lemma 2.4 to the vector (vrk) = (pD#,..., aiiDiuk,...) we see that 
lim / Or(ur”) dQ = Fz s 
k-m Q(0.T) 
(D,p, D,uk - aii(Diuk) Ojv 
+ ~(Dcu” - D,(aij D,u”)} dQ 
= lim 
k-m s 
D,p, D,u dA. (4.19) 
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Since 
D&k - Dj(aijDiuk) = pk - aiDiuk - auk 
Utk It=0 -g(x), Uk It=0 =f(x>, 
(4.19) becomes, in the limit, 
I (Dtv) Dtu - aij(Diu) Djy + &J - ai Diu - au>) dQ Q(0.T) 
zx 
s A(O) 
Ptv> g dA. 
It follows that u is a weak solution to (1.1). Since u satisfies (3.13), the solu- 
tion is unique. 
By the remark at the end of Section 3, we have up to now assumed Q(0, T) 
was a bounded region, and thatf, g and p have support in the sphere ( x 1 < c. 
To solve our original problem where p, f, and g have unbounded support, 
we may construct functions pk, f k, gk agreeing with p, f, and g in for / x / < K, 
and vanishing for 1 x 1 > k + 1. For each k we have a weak solution uk(t, x). 
Since uk(t, x) satisfies (3.13) for each k, and sincepk, f k and gk can be choosen 
so that 
II Pk ll~~(Q(0.T)) d II P IIL,(Q(o.T))) 
iif” h’(A) < iIf lb(A) and I/ gk h,(A) < Jig /k,(A) 3 
11 uk(t, x) Ilal(Q(o,r)) and II uk Ilal(A(r)) are uniformly bounded. By making 
use of Theorem 3.1, it is not hard to show that 11 un - u* IIH1(A(T)) tends to 
zero. Hence uk converges to a function in Hr(Q(0, T)) which we call u. It is 
not difficult to show that u is a weak solution to our original problem and 
u satisfies (3.6) and (3.13). 
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